ORDINARY ALPHABETIC NOTATION	37
)rthodox way of distinguishing numerals was by a horizontal stroke above each sign or collection of signs; the following ras therefore the scheme (with 5- substituted for F repre-?enting 6, and with "^ = 900 at the end) :
units (1 to 9)	*,&?,$, €,?,?, v,0;
tens (10 to 90)	7, *, A, £, t, £ 5, tt, 9j_
hundreds (100 to 900)       p, cr} r, u, 0, £, ^, «, ~S ;
thousands (1000 to 9000) ,fi, ,& ,y, ,S, ,€, ^, /, ^, ,0; for convenience of printing, the horizontal stroke above the iign will hereafter, as a rule, be omitted).
(8)   Comparison of the two systems of numerical notation.
The relative merits of the two systems of numerical lotation used by the Greeks have been differently judged. [t will be observed that the imtfiaZ-numerals correspond ilosely to the Roman numerals, except that there is no formation of numbers by subtraction as IX, XL, XC; thus XXXXPHHHHPAAAAPIIII = MMMMDCCCCLXXXXVI III
is compared with MMMMCMXCIX = 4999. The absolute nconveriience of the Roman system will be readily appreci-ited by any one who has tried to read BoStius (Boetius vould write the last-mentioned number asTv.DCCCCXCVIIII). ifet Cantor1 draws a comparison between the two. systems nuch to the disadvantage of the alphabetic numerals. Instead', he says, ' of an advance we have here to do with i decidedly retrograde step, especially so far as its suitability ;or the further development of the numeral system is con-jerned. If we compare the older " Herodianic" numerals vith the later signs which w^ have called alphabetic numerals, ve observe in the latter two drawbacks which do not attach
0	the former.    There now had to be more signs, with values
iO be learnt by heart;   and to reckon with them required
1	much greater effort of memory.    The addition
AAA-f AAAA = PAA (30 + 40 = 70) ;puld be coordinated'in one act of memory with that of
HHH + HHHH = PHH (300 + 400 = 700)
n so far as the sum of 3 and 4 units of the same kind added 1 Cantor, Gesch. d. Math. P, p. 129.

